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Abstract—Detection of repetitive patterns in images has
been studied for a long time in computer vision. This paper
discusses a method for representing a lattice or line pattern
by shift-invariant descriptor of the repeating element. The
descriptor overcomes shift ambiguity and can be matched
between different a views. The pattern matching is then
demonstrated in retrieval experiment, where different images
of the same buildings are retrieved solely by repetitive patterns.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

Figure 1.

Man-made environments contain many repeating elements, e.g. windows on a facade, tiles on the ﬂoor or bars
of a railing. These repetitive patterns are distinctive for
humans. However, they pose a problem even for state-ofthe-art image matching and retrieval algorithms, because the
repeating elements are treated independently and since they
are individually indistinguishable they increase the number
of tentative correspondences and possible mismatches, see
the top row in Fig. 1. Our goal is to detect repetitive patterns
and match the entire pattern and thus turn a problem –
ambiguity of individual elements that are difﬁcult to match
– into a strength, i.e. the distinctiveness of the whole pattern.
Different classes of repetitive patterns can be encountered
in images: repetition of the basic building block – tile – on
a 2D lattice, repetition along 1D line, scattered tiles. In this
paper, we consider tiles repeating on a regular 2D lattice
with possible perspective distortion or a regular repetition
along a line. Bottom row of Fig. 1 shows examples of such
repetitive patterns.
In one of the ﬁrst papers on the subject, Leung and
Malik [1] grow the pattern from local seed window by SSD
registration into a possibly deformed 2D lattice. Schaffalitzky and Zisserman [2] use a very similar approach, investigating deeper the geometric transformations that generate the
pattern – they deﬁned perspectively distorted line repetition
as conjugate translation and lattice repetition as conjugate
grid.
Tuytelaars et al. [3] took a global approach by clustering
repeating elements using a cascaded Hough transform. They
focus on detecting symmetries, repetitive patterns play only
a minor role.
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Motivation and examples

A computational model for periodic pattern was proposed
by Liu et al. [4] using the theory of crystallographic groups.
Detection is performed on frontoparallel images of textures,
patterns are classiﬁed based on their geometric structure.
Park et al. [5], [6] present impressive results on deformed
lattice discovery focusing on detecting a complete pattern.
The evaluation metric is the percentage of tiles detected
in a pattern. For matching and retrieval, detection of the
entire pattern is of minor importance and the percentage of
detected tiles is not our objective.
To our knowledge, only Schindler et al. [7] attempted
matching or retrieval by repetitive patterns. However, the
matching is not inter-image, but against a manually prepared
groundtruth database of facades. The database is small,
containing only nine patterns.
In contrast to the previous work, we focus not on the
detection itself, but on retrieving images of the same object
by detected repetitive patterns. There is an inherent shift ambiguity in the repetitive pattern detection which we address
by proposing a shift-invariant descriptor of the pattern.
II. R EPETITIVE PATTERN D ETECTION
The detection of lattice and line repetitive patterns is described in report [8]. Output of any of the cited repetitive pattern detection methods could be used if the implementation
meets the following requirements: it can detect perspectively
distorted lattice and/or line patterns; multiple patterns per
image are handled; it returns representative frontoparallel
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query on 106 images dataset is 1 second, increasing linearly
with the size of the dataset.

and 2) the building subset of near-regular texture dataset
PSU-NRT [6], containing 117 images with over 20 buildings.
For each image Ii ∈ I, the groundtruth is labeled as a
set of images Gi ⊆ I that contains some object from I, i.e.
Gi is the groundtruth response to the query by image Ii .
The response Ri is either set of n images with the highest
matching score Si,j or thresholded set Ri = {Ij : Si,j ≥ θ},
where θ is the threshold on the image match score. Figure 7
shows example responses Ri with three best matching images. The trade-off between detection rate and false positive
rate can be adjusted by n or by θ, see Fig. 4.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We presented a method for image retrieval using repetitive
patterns as the only feature. The contribution of the paper
lies in 1) representing the pattern by a shift-invariant tile
that can be matched to tiles of the same pattern detected
in different views and 2) demonstrating that this repetitive
pattern representation can be used to retrieve images from
a dataset. Our dataset used for testing is publicly available
together with the groundtruth.
Although the retrieval results of our method alone would
not be sufﬁcient especially on larger datasets, the repetitive
pattern matching can be used to boost performance of
standard matching methods based on single image features.
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